Induction brazing

Fives, an expertise recognized by major industrial groups
**Fives Inductions brazing solutions** are compact and versatile, suitable for many applications such as brazing of windings, electric contacts, carbine inserts for cutting tools, tubings, etc...

**Specialized since 1967 in electrothermic induction, Fives Celes creates specific induction systems, in order to fulfill clients requests.**

- Electric contacts production
- Brazing of short-circuit ring
- Brazing of stator connections
- Brazing pistol
- Brazing of radiator tubing
- Brazing of carbide insert

Contact-us:
Fives Celes - 89B Rue Principale - 68610 Lautenbach - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)3 89 74 55 00 - Fax: +33 (0)3 89 76 36 79
fivesceles@fivesgroup.com
www.fivesgroup.com